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Boston, MA ECOlogic, a commercial carpet and textile cleaning and restoration expert delivering the
latest technology to provide the highest quality care solutions available, has completed the first year
of its hard surface division, Solid Logic. Solid Logic provides environmentally-focused technologies
to restore, maintain, and protect any hard surface flooring, and specializes in concrete, hardwood,
ceramic, LVT and resilient tile, terrazzo and natural stone floors. 

Solid Logic enhances the performance and aesthetic value of solid surfaces at businesses
throughout the Greater Boston and Providence areas. Skilled craftsmen who are experts in the
intricacies of stone refinishing and restoration and have completed rigorous training programs
provide customers with time-tested, sustainable methods to transform dull or damaged hard
surfaces to their optimal appearance. Other specialties include tile and grout restoration and
high-performance specialty coatings to restore and protect, adding years to the life of floors.

Earlier this year, Sam Hill joined Solid Logic as the director of operations. In this role, Hill has been
tasked with managing day-to-day activities, as well as implementing new directives for growth,
assessing new industry technologies, and maintaining a commitment to the environment by
providing new sustainable solutions for clients.

“ECOlogic has been working with our clients to maintain hard surface flooring as needed since the
beginning. However, as the popularity of hard surface flooring continues to rapidly grow, so does the
need for hard surface care. To help meet this growing demand, we officially formed Solid Logic to
deliver environmentally friendly hard surface restoration and maintenance to the same Greater
Boston commercial companies who rely upon us for our specialized textile and carpet expertise,”
said Brett Van Beever, president at ECOlogic. “Stylish and sophisticated hard flooring types offer a
clean aesthetic with high performance attributes, but require a great deal of care to preserve
appearance and improve performance. Solid Logic is here to help.”

Solid Logic will provide the same exceptional dedication, skill, and value that ECOlogic has provided
to commercial properties throughout Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, Southern Vermont,
and Rhode Island for more than 20 years.

Solid Logic is a commercial hard surface cleaning and restoration expert delivering the latest
technology to restore, repair and maintain solid surfaces to enhance the performance and aesthetic
value of your space. Experienced, trained craftsmen offer customers time-tested methods to



transform concrete, ceramic tile, resilient flooring, marble, terrazzo, travertine, granite, limestone and
other natural surfaces to their optimal appearance, without using chemical methods. Solid Logic was
born from the passion and skill developed at ECOlogic, the premier textile maintenance provider.

ECOlogic is a commercial carpet and textile cleaning and restoration expert delivering the latest
technology to provide the highest quality care solutions available. Bringing sustainable maintenance
to your organization makes good business sense, improving indoor air quality by removing airborne
particulates, including soil, spores, allergens and bacteria, and extending the life of the carpet with
technology that reduces water and electricity usage. With ECOlogic’s regular care and maintenance,
your textiles will provide many years of superior performance and satisfaction.
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